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One hundred years of biological investigation of ants have passed

since, in 1810, the Genevan Peter Huber published his ''Recherches

sur les moeurs des Fourmis indigenes." Therefore, since we cele-

brate tliis year a centenary of ant biology, let us fu'st briefly review

the development of myrmecology. Its character is a truly interna-

tional one, in that investigators of the most distinct countries and

nations have participated in it.

The classification of ants, already founded by Latreille, received a

new impetus through Gustave Mayr about the middle of the previous

century. Toward its completion August Forel, Carlo Emery, Ernest

Andre,W. M. Wheeler, Ruzsky,Santschi, and others have distinguished

themselves, so that we now know more than 5,000 species and sub-

species, living and fossil, in this family. The anatomy of ants has been

greatly advanced through the older works of Meinert, Forel, etc., and

particularly through the numerous publications of Charles Janet.

Recently one has turned also to the microscopic study of the devel-

opment of the polar bodies within the eggs of ants. However, that

which interests us most hero is the development of bionomics, the

knowledge of the behavior of ants.

The work of the father of biological ant study, Peter Huber, has

been successfully continued by August Forel and later by Rudolf

Brun in Switzerland, by Carlo Emery in Italy, by Sir John lAibbock

(Lord Avebury) and recently by Horace Donisthoiiic in England, by

Gottfried Adlerz in Sweden, by Ernest Andre, H. Pieron, and most

especially by Charles Janet in France, in North America by McCook,

later on by Miss A. Fielde, Miss Buckingham, and through numerous

important works by WilHam Morton Wheeler, in Tunisia by F.

Santschi, in Algeria by V. Cornetz, in Russia by Karawaiew, in Japan

by M. Yano, in Brazil by H. v. Ihering, E. Goeldi, and G. Huber, in

Germany by Viehmeycr, P^scherich, and Reichcnsperger, in Belgium

1 Translated by permission from I" Congrfes International d'Entomolopic, Bruxelles (August, 1910)

M<5moiros, vol. 2, pp. 209-232. With emendations and additions by the author.
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by de Lamioy and Bondroit, etc. The names of those investigators

who have especially distinguished themselves in separate branches of

ant ])ionomics—the knowledge of the relation of ants to their guests,

the study of the mode of foundation of the ant colonies, the develop-

ment of social parasitism and of slavery, the investigations of the

fungus gardens of the leaf-cutting ants, the construction of the nests

of the highly interesting weaver ants, who use their larvae as weaver's

shuttles, etc.—are much too nmnerous to make their separate men-

tion possible in this brief space.

Through its rapid progress in all directions the modern study of

ajits has become on the one hand such a richly developed and richly

ramified special science that it is no longer possible for the individual

investigator to master the entire field. Division of labor, therefore,

more and more took place, particularly also in the investigation of the

myrmecophilous Arthropoda, which demands the collaboration of

specialists in the most distinct classes and orders of arthropods.

On the other hand the bionomic science of ants, particularly, has

stepped forth from the confines of a special science. Comparative

psychology has in an increased measure turned its attention toward

the psychological valuation of ant activities. The theory of descent

has found among the ant guests a multitude of interesting proofs

for the formation of new species, genera, and families of insects

through adaptation to a myrmecophilous life. It has also found in the

hypothetical phylogeny of social parasitism and of slavery among
the ants one of the most instructive examples for the development of

instinct. Social science has even made the attempt to find in the

ant communities the prototypes for human social customs. But by

all means it must be considered here that the ants, in spite of the

great analogy which shows itself between many activities of their

social instincts and human intellectual acts, are not miniature human
beings. Scientific ant study has long ago withdrawn from the roman-

ticism of humanization and sees in the wonderfid accomplishments of

the little ant brain instinctive activities, which, however, within cer-

tain limits, arc plastically modifiable through sensory experiences of

the individual. Science can therefore neither accept the ants as mere

reflex machines nor as intellectual miniature humans. The truth with

regard to the 'psychology of ants lies rather midway between these

two extremes.

For lack of time I must unfortunately deny myself a more detailed

development of all these highly interesting relations of ant biology,

and must limit myself to placing before you, with the help of stereop-

ticon pictures,^ some especially fascinating main points in the life of

the ants and of their guests.

1 Of the 40 photographic lantern slides of the lecture only a part Is here reproduced.
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1.—ORGANIZATION OF THE ANT SOCIETIES.

The simple ant colony represents a family in the narrower or wider

sense. It comprises one or more generations of the descendants of

one or more females of the same species of ant. The tribal mother
is the fertilized queen, who has founded the colony. The descend-

ants arc in part wingless forms of the female sex, the so-called workers,

in part young winged males and females, and in part also others, still

young, though akeady fertilized and deiilated, queens. The worker
cast may again divide itself into different forms, namely, into true

workers and into soldiers, which latter are distinguished from the

workers by the prodigious structure of their heads or mandibles.

Soldiers occm* among our Palearctic ants only in a few genera

(Colobopsis, Cataglyphis, Pheidole). The workers themselves can
again divide into large and small individuals, of which the former are

sometimes, as for example in Camponotus, veritable giants in com-
parison with the latter. This dimorphism is much further developed
still in exotic genera, like Pheidologethon. In some sjjecies of ants

there are found at the side of the winged females, which shed their

wings only after pairing, wingless true females as well, the so-caUed

ergatoid queens. A typical example of these, which was already

known to Peter Huber, is offered by the amazon ant (Polyergus

rufescens) (compare fig. Sa).^ In the tropical legionary and driver

ants (Eciton and Dorylus) even wingless females alone occm-, and
moreover of relatively enomious size. In some species of ants there

is even a manyfold pleomorphism of the females which finds expres-

sion in different transitions between females and workers. Much
rarer are the wingless, and then mostly workerhke (ergatoid) males;

they are known in but few species of ants, and occur either along

with the normal winged males or as the only male form. i\ji example
of the last kind is shown in the shining guest ant, Forrnicoxenus niti-

dulus (fig. 1), where the males, on account of their great similarity to

the workers, remained unnoticed 38 years, until Adlerz discovered

them in 1884.

With many species of ants one can find several queens together in

the same colony. With oui" hill ant, Formica rufa, their number in a

single nest may even reach toward 100. Furthermore, an ant colony

may possess several nests, which are simultaneously or alternately

inhabited. So-called seasonal nests, which are changed ac(;ording to

the time of year, have been observed, for example, in Fonnica san-

guinea and Frenolepis longicornis. By the plurality of queens in a

single colony the ant states differ strikingly from the states of the

honey bees. The latter bear by comparison more a monarchical, the

former a repubhcan character, since the queen with the ants forms

'The figures 1 to 33 are arranged on plates 1 to 10.
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the center of the instinctive activities to a much less degree than with

the bees. The greater individual autonomy of the ant workers, in

comparison with those of the bees, rests perhaps in large measure on

their greater longevity, which in the Formica species is generally 3

years. The duration of life of the queens may even exceed 12 years.

Polymorphism forms, it is true, the organic basis of the ant

societies, establishing division of labor between the members of the

same colony. But the evolution of the organic-psychic potentialities

slumbering within the egg results through the nursing instincts on

the part of the workers. What is intended to be a male or a female

appears, similarly as with the bees, to be already determined in ad-

vance within the egg.'^ But upon the differentiation of the various

forms of the female sex nursing has a determining influence. From
the fertilized eggs of one and the same Formica queen there may be

reared either wmged females or wingless workers or intermediate

forms. Particularly those mixed forms designated as pseudogynes,

which we shall find to be an effect of the Lomechusa-breeding, offer

proof of this explanation.

2. SOCIAL PARASITISM AND SLAVERY AMONG THE ANTS.

If the population of an ants' nest belongs to a single species of

ant it is called a simple (unmixed) colony. If, however, it is com-

posed of different species of ants, we speak, according to Forel's

example, either of compound nests or of mixed colonies ; in the former

the ants only live side by side; in the latter they combine into a

single household with common care of the young. These are the two

subdivisions into which the social symbiosis between ants of different

species divides. We shall here only give our attention to the mixed

colonies, and moreover with particular regard to the development of

social parasitism and of slavery. This is one of the most interesting

chapters in the phylogenetic development of instincts in the animal

kingdom.

Peter Huber had already discovered that in the colonies of the

sanguine ants {Formica sanguinea) and of the AJmazon ants {Polyergus

rufescens) there live in addition to the master species the workers of

a slave species, which are robbed as pupae by the former from the

nests of the slave species and are then reared as auxiHary ants.

These are, therefore, slavemaking (dulotic) colonies. But there are

still other mixed colonies in which the auxiliary ants do not get into

association with the master species through captm'e; these range

among the social parasites. Since Charles Darwin (1859) diverse

hypotheses on the origin of slavery have been proposed. Recently,

by employing the phenomena of social parasitism for comparison,

» That not only males but also workers originate from parthogenetic eggs (Reichenbach, Comstock, etc.,

in Lasius, Tanner in Atta), is in any case a rare exception.
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some light at least has been shed upon this interesting problem.

All investigators agree that the phylogenetic history of social para-

sitism and of slavery in ants does not represent a simple line of devel-

opment, but a immber of different, parallel lines independent of each

other. But upon the closer relations between social parasitism and

slavery the views deviate from each other. You will therefore excuse

it if here I follow only briefly my own train of thought, as I have

explained it more fully in the Biologisches Centralblatt, 1909.^

Let us begin with the dependent foundation of colonies and its

relation to social parasitism and to slavery in Formica. The orig-

inal method here also—as with ants in general—must have been the

independent foundation of colonies, as, for example, we find it to-day

m. the fusca group. Here the females (fig. 5a), after the marriage

flight, are able to found then* new colonies independently; that is,

without the help of the workers. How have social parasitism and

slavery arisen from this root ? The first step probably consisted in

the transition to an acervicolous life in the workers, through which

the colonies became richer in individuals and could control a larger

area surrounding their hills, as we see it in the rufa group. Thereby,

however, the opportunity was offered to the females to found their

new settlements with the help of workers of then' own species. As
a second step in the parasitic and dulotic direction then followed,

through this same means, in the females of the rw/a group, that they

abandoned the independent foundation of colonies and became de-

pendent upon the assistance of workers, therefore passing over to the

dependent foundation of colonies. It is in any case a remarkable

phenomenon that all parasitic forms of Formica, of the Old World as

well as of the New, are acervicolous and belong to the rufa group

or stand in nearest relationsliip to it. The latter is also true for the

dulotic sanguinea group, which is connected with the rufa group by
morphological transitions. In the rufa group we have, furthermore,

biological transitions from the facultative mode of social parasitism to

the obligatory. Formica rufa (fig. 2) and F. pratensis found their

colonies mostly with the assistance of workers of their own species,

only facultatively with strange auxiliary ants (F. fusca, fig. 4h).

With Formica truncicola (fig. 3), F. exsecta (fig. 4a and 56), and F.

pressilahris in Europe, as well as with Formica consocians and a series

of other North American forms discovered by Wheeler, the latter mode
of colony foundation is already obligatory.

With several North American parasitic Formicas described by
Wheeler, as well as in our Formica exsecta (fig. 5h) and F. jyressilairis

,

the small size of the females is striking and already represents a

further step in the advance to parasitic adaptation, wliile for example

» Ueber den Ursprung des sozialen Parasitismus, der Sklaverei und der Myrmecophilie bei den Ameisen.
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in Formica rufa, F. pratensis, and F. exsedoides the females are very

large and do not yet shoAV any trace of parasitic modifications. All

the Formica species just mentioned, whose females either faculta-

tively or obligatorily found their colonies with the aid of the workers

of an ahen species of auxihary ant, form only temporarily mixed

colonies. After the death of the original auxiliary ants—about three

years after their foundation—these colonies again become simple,

unmixed ant colonies and as such may still continue to increase for

decades. Permanently mixed colonies we find, on the contrary, with

the dulotic Formica species, which, after the dying off of the original

auxiliary ants, procure new ones for themselves by the capture of

pupse. How do these forms link with the preceding and especially

with a rufa-like initial stage of social parasitism ?

When with a large strong acervicolous species of Formica, which

had already passed over from the independent to the dependent

foundation of colonies, a change occurs in the mode of nutrition of

the workers, conditioned by clunatic changes,^ so that it lives more

and more exclusively by preying upon insects and furthermore par-

ticularly upon the pup* of strange ants, then the basis is ofl'ered for

the origin of slavery; for provision is already made, through the

dependent foundation of these colonies, that among the captured

strange pupas precisely those of the auxiliary species shall be reared.

Even Formica truncicola and F. exsecta, which in nature are not slave

makers, in those of their colonies which have again become simple

retain the inclination to rear the worker pupse of the species of their

former auxiliary ant, if they are given them in artificial nests, while

they devour the pupae of other alien species or at least kiQ the work-

ers emerging from them. The origin of slavery in a Formica form

like F. sanguinea (fig, 6) depends, then, upon two agents: (1) Upon
the dependent foundations of colonies by their females with the assis-

tance of a strange species of ant; (2) upon the inclinations of their

workers to capture strange pupae as prey. According to this view

the hypothetical origin of slave making within the genus Formica

is thus to be followed back to a common root with the origin of

social parasitism within the same genus, namely, to an incipient

stage of dependent foundation of colonies which is to some degree

comparable to the present state of F. ruja. In any case, the mclina-

tion to prey upon pupse does not in itself sufiice to explain the origin

of dulosis in Formica or in any other genus of ants; for there are

many species of ants, especially in the subfamily Dorylinae, which

pillage the pupae of strange ants and notwithstanding do not rear

slaves from them, because precisely the first of the two above-named

agents, the dependent foundation of their colonies by means of an

1 How the change of a forest climate to a prairie chmate can ofier this occasion, I have shown especially

for Formica sanguinea.
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auxiliary species, is absent. Hence, the main question in the expla-

nation of slavery is not: Wliy docs this species of ant in question cap-

ture strange pupae as prey? but: Why does it rear auxiliaries from

them? This second question remains also unsolved if one (with

Emery and Viehmeyer) attempts to derive dulosis directly out of a

"primitive predatory female state," for which, moreover, any sup-

porting facts are wanting ; for, as Emery has himself first shown (1909)

,

the present-day parasitic and dulotic ants are to be phylogenetically

derived from their present-day auxiliary ants; there, however, we
find nowhere such prunitive predaceous females, but indeed manifold

conditions of dependence in the foundation of colonies b}^ one species

upon those of another species. Let it be, moreover, expressly remarked
that the hypothesis of the origin of dulosis in Formica can not be

simply extended to the other dulotic genera of ants; for example,

among the myrmicines. Other reciprocal relations, also, than those

of facultative social parasitism, may there have led to the origin of

slave making (Harpagoxenus-Leptothorax). In any case, the origin

of slavery can not be explained through the accidental survival of

captured ant pupae within a strange nest (Ch. Darwin).

Probably starting from a sanguinea-\ike state, and linked phylo-

genetically with the development of dulosis within the genus For-

mica, the genus Polyergus represents the culmination of the slave-

making instinct within the subfamily of Camponotini. If we com-
pare the mandibular structure of the European amazon ant (Polyer-

gus rufescens) with that of our Formica sanguinea (fig. 7), a remark-

able difference is shown. Formica sanguinea (lig. 7a) has normal

triangidar mandibles with a toothed inner margin C'Kaurand");
Polyergus, on the contrary (fig. 7h) has narrow, sharply pointed

sickle-mandibles. In these nior]ihological distinctions the difl^erence

in the dulotic instinct of the two is also expressed: Formica sanguinea

is at a more primitive stage of the development of that instinct; and
it is even developed to a different extent in the different North
American races of this species, as Wheeler has particularly shown.

F. sanguinea keeps comparatively few slaves, can even dispense with

them entirely, and is not dependent upon them. The amazon ant, on

the contrary', in its European and in its North American races, stands

at the apex of dulosis, exists only by the capture of slaves and in

that connection develops the most brilliant warrior talent that we
know in the entire animal kingdom. Its mandibles are modified to

be solely weapons for killing and are unsuited for domestic occupa-

tions; furthermore it has even lost the instinct of feeding by itself and
must be fed out of the mouths of its slaves. The excessive develop-

ment of dulosis is here already connected with distinct character-

istics of parasitic degeneration. Its mandibular structure gives ex-

pression to both sides, the light and the shadow of its organic and
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psychic development. The frequent appearance of a wingless female

form, so-called ergatoid queens (fig. 8a), points, furthermore, toward

the beginning of inbreeding, although the normal female form is still

always more numerous than the ergatoid.

With the genus Polyergus the development of dulosis within the

subfamily of Camponotinse is concluded. Let us therefore now turn

to the Myrmicinse. An entirely isolated position is occupied by the

European and North American genus Harpagoxenus (Tomognathus).

Very likely it is to be phylogenetically derived from the genus of its

auxiliary ant Leptothorax; the males are hardly distinguished from

those of the latter. The European Harpagoxenus suhlsevis (fig. 9a),

which formerly was considered to be a strictly boreal form, has also

been found in Saxony by Viehmeyer; he also there discovered winged,

normal females, besides the already known ergatoid female form (fig.

9a), which appears to be the only one in Scandinavia. Probably

Harpagoxenus originally arose through a mutation of female forms

in a parent species belonging to Leptothorax. This does not exclude

the possibility that it later may have lived in compound nests

together with its present-day auxiliary ant (Wasmann and Vieh-

meyer), before it arrived at dulosis.

Another line of development of the slavery instinct among the

myrmicines is formed by the genus Strongylognathus, which probably

must be derived from the genus of its auxiliary ant Tetramorium.

The southern species of this Mediterranean genus are still powerful

and populous slave raiders, which are able to procure the pupae of

the species of their auxiliaries (Tetramorium ccBspitum) by force. The

northern species, Strongylognathus testaceus (fig. 10), which occurs in

middle Europe as far as Holland, has, on the contrary, passed over

to permanent social parasitism in that its colonies harbor, besides

the workers, also a female of Tetramorium, which is furnished them

by the new auxiliaries. The workers of Strongylognathus testaceus

no longer undertake slave raids; they are likewise too small and too

few in numbers for this purpose. Probably it was the northern cli-

matic conditions which in this case externally caused the change

from dulosis to permanent social parasitism; for when a southern

slave-capturing ant penetrates northward, its slave raids, the execu-

tion of which is restricted to a certain optimum temperature, become

constantly rarer and finally cease altogether. In Strongylognathus

testaceus, in connection herewith, the size and the number of worker

individuals, have also sunk considerably, all indications of a parasitic

degeneration of the species. The sabre-shaped jaws of this small

ant are, as it were, no longer more than phylogenetic mementoes of

its brilliant dulotic past. The previous history of the genus Strongy-

lognathus up to that stage where the southern slave-making species

still stand to-day, is just as problematical as the future further devel-
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opment of social parasitism in the northern species; we can only

supplement both conjecturally, the former tlii'oiigh comparison with

Polyergus among the camponotines, the latter through comparison

with the workorless parasitic ants, to which we will now pass on.

Wlien with a formerly dulotic species like Strongylognathus testaceus,

parasitic degeneration proceeds further, its own worker form will

finally become completely extinct and will be replaced by that of the

auxiliary ant, so that the one-time master species contmues to exist

onl}" as males and females. We know a considerable number of

such workorless parasitic ants from the palearctic and nearctic regions,

recently also one from the East Indies ( WheelerieUa Wroughtoni For.).

One of the palearctic species, WheelerieUa SantscMi (fig. 11), has been

discovered in Tunisia by Santschi withm the colonies of Monomorium
salomonis and possesses, as also the North American genera Epoecus,

Sympheidole, and Epipheidole, wmged, still fairly normal, sexual

forms. Upon the lowest level of degeneration, however, stands our

little, black parasitic ant Anergates atratulus, living with Tetramoriiim,

and whose males (fig. 12) are pupa-like, and the fertilized females

of which, to unpede the extinction of the species by their fertility,

have developed an enormous physogastry. But for none of these

workerless parasitic ants can we prove with certamty that their para-

sitism has sprung from a former dulosis. There are still three other

ways which theoretically lead to the same goal, nameh^: The further

development of a former temporary parasitism, the parasitic degen-

eration of a former guest relation, and finally the relatively sudden

(mutation-like) appearance of a new dimorphism in the female

(and later also in the male) of the former parent form and present

auxiliary species. In those cases where, for example as in Sym-
pheidole, Epipheidole, and Epixenus, the parasitic genus is very

similar to the sexual forms of the host genus, the last explanation

should even be the most probable. This is also verified through

the discovery in Portugal of a new parasitic Pheidole species,

Ph. symbiotica, whose males and ergatoid females live in the nests

of Pheidole pallidula. In the latter cases we have to assume a

relatively rapid origin of the workerless parasitic species, as this

has probably never (since its separation from the parent species)

possessed a worker form of its own, and therefore also needed no
time to "lose" it. In other cases, however, where the parasitic ant

departs very -widely from its present auxiliary species and pre-

sumably former parent species, there was probably a longer course

of development necessary, connected with a real dymg out of its

own worker form. This applies, for example, to Anergates atratulus,

for which genus we can only conjecturaUy assume Tetramorium as

parent form, and for which it is not at all so unlikely that it sprang

from a former dulotic form by an intermediate stage similar to that of
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the present-day Strongylognathus testaceus—the more so as Strongy-

lognathiis lives with Teti-amorinm and is to be derived from this

same genus. But in the meantime more than conjecturee are not at

our command for the phyletic history of Anergates.

The investigations hitherto made concerning the hypothetical

phyletic past of social parasitism and of slavery have in any case

led to the recognition that this history forms only an ideal unit, but

in reality is composed of a multitude of really distinct lines of de-

velopment, which, in different genera and species in the different

subfamilies of ants, have begun at different times and up to the

])resent have progressed to different points. The more we succeed^

by means of new observations and experiments, in establishing these

separate lines of origin, the more we will also proceed in our general

knowledge of phylogenetic connection between parasitism and slavery

among the ants. Just as in the morphologico-paleontological domain,

so also here a true enrichment of our knowledge is not to be ex-

pected from general theoretical reflections, but from critical detailed

investigations.

3.—TRUE MYRMECOPHILY (SYMPHILY).

While the living together of ants of different species comes under

the concept of social symbiosis, their association with nonsocial

animals, particularly with other arthropods, is designated as indi-

vidual symbiosis. Therefore we are to deal here with the so-called

ant guests or myrmecophiles from other families or orders of insects

and of the remaining arthropods. The number of normal ant guests

in 1894 already amounted to about 1,200; to-day we may estimate them

at more than 2,000. Their relations to the ants are very various and

maybe divided mto five main classes, which, however, are connected by

many transitions. We distinguish symphiles or true guests, synoeketes

or indifferently tolerated tenants, synechthrans or actively pursued

tenants; furthermore parasites (ento- and ectoparasites), and finally

trophobionts or food-producing animals of the ants. I shall here

only briefly enter into the first of these classes, because we shall

afterwards become acquainted with many an interesting staphylinid

in connection with the legionary ants, and particularly for the reason

that Mr. Donisthorpe is to deliver a lecture on the indigenous ant

guests.

The true ant guests (symphiles) are hospitably cared for by the

ants on account of certain exudations, which are volatile products

of the fatty tissues (in the Lomechusini) or of adipoid glandular

tissues (Clavigerinse, Paussidae, etc.), while with the physogastric

termite guests the blood tissue is the principal exudatmg tissue. The

external exudatory organs are very diversely developed; yeUow

hair tufts, dermal pores, dermal cavities, etc., at which the hosts lick
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their giiests. The exudations of the true c^uosts, as, for example,

the saccharin containing secretions of the aphids, do not appear to

be a food for the nuts, but only an agrooablc stiniidant.

Among the mynnecophilous Coleoptera there are three principal

groups which are prominent on account of their true guest relation

to the ants: The Lomechusini among the Staphylinid^e, the Clavi-

germse among the Pselapliidse, and finally ajnong the PaussidaB by
far the majority of tlie genera from Pleuropterus to Paussus. The
remainmg symphiles among the Coleoptera I do not mention here.

a. The true guest relation is most highly developed with the Lome-
chusini, in so far as these beetles are not only licked by their hosts

(first step), but also are fed regularly from their mouths (second step),

and finally also the larvae of these beetles are reared by the ants like

their own brood (third step). The largest representative of the Lome-
chusini is the European Lomecliusa strumosa (fig. 13), which lives

with Formica sanguinea as its single host and also has its larvae

(fig. 14) reared there. These latter, although they possess six legs,

imitate in their attitude the immovable larvae of the ants and are

fed by their hosts like the ant larvae, indeed even far more eagerly

than these. Beyond this, however, they feed themselves, particu-

larly in earliest youth, frojn the eggs and young larvae of the ants

and devour them in large numbers; on this account they are in fact

the worst enemies of their hosts. The species of the genus Atemeles
are not, like Lomecliusa, restricted to a single host, but regularly

have two hosts. During autumn and whiter the beetles live with

the little red ant, Myr^nica, and then in the spring, at the time

of propagation, pass over to Formica, where they have their

larvae reared; and furthermore every Atemeles species or race has a

definite Formica species or race as larval host. The double host

relation of Atemeles postulates a much higher degree of initiative of

these beetles toward the ants than we find with Lomecliusa. The
Atemeles, by "active mimirry," imitate the behavior of the ants to

a high degree, particularly in demanding to be fed (fig. 15). The
damage which their larva3 inflict on the Formica brood is similar to

that of Lomecliusa. In North America the fiomecliusini are repre-

sented by the genus Xenodusa (fig. 16), the species of which have a

double host relation, like Atemeles, but with Camponotus as second

host in place of jVIyrmica. Their larvae are reared with Formica at

the expense of the brood of the ant, as in the above genera.

How seriously the Formica species are harmed by tlie larvas of

the Lomechusini is also shown by the fact that through their con-

tinued rearing the normal brood-nursing instinct of the ants is

patliologically altered—namely, in place of true females they rear

malformed individuals, intermediate between workers and females,

the so-called pscudogynes, which are perfectly useless for the ant
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cojninunity. They are worker-like forms with inflated humped female

mesonotum. The rearing of pseudogynes occurs most frequently

with our Formica sanguinea (fig. 17, a worker, b pseudogyne), which
rear the larvae of the single-hosted LomecJiusa strumosa. Here, too, I

was able to prove by the statistical method the connection between

the rearing of the adopted larvae and the formation of pseudogynes.

The rearing of the larvae of Atemeles and Xenodusa leads to the origin

of pseudogynes less frequently because these beetles, in consequence

of their double host relation, do not always get back into the same
individual Formica colonies in which they have themselves been

reared. Through the increase of pseudogynes within a nest the

destruction of the host colony is finally brought about. Therefore

the avowedly so ''intelligent" Formica in fact actually rear, in the

larvae of the Lomechusini, their worst enemies.

When, however, we follow the phylogenetic development of sym-
phily, in which amical selection, that is, the instinctive selection prac-

ticed by the ants toward theii* guests, plays a large role, we must even

say: In the Lomechusini the ants have brought up for themselves

their worst enemies ! To enter more closely into the psychological

and phylogenetic phases of this interesting problem here the short

time unfortunately prohibits.

h. The relations of the club-horned beetles (Clavigerinae) to the

ants are much more harmless. The beetles are eagerly licked by
their hosts and fed from their mouths, but do no harm to the ant

brood, although they sometimes gnaw at diseased or wounded larvae.

We already know, principally through Raffray's works, 40 genera of

Clavigerinae with far above 100 species. The habits of our little

yellow Claviger testaceus have become very well known since 1818,

and yet the larvae of all the Clavigerinae are still undiscovered. A
picture of the adaptational characters of these beetles is offered by
the gigantic club-horned beetle, 4 mjn. in length, froni Madagascar,

Miroclaviger cervicornis (fig. 18), which, besides a large abdominal

cavity, shows richly-developed yellow tufts of hairs on different parts

of the body.

c. The beetle family Paussidae, which is so rich in diversity of form,

is very fruitful for the study of myrmecophilous adaptation, but

here can be treated only very briefly. Already in the Oligocene of

the Baltic amber we find six genera, of which three (Pleuropterus

Paussoides and Paussus) probabl}^ at that time already belonged with

the true ant-guests, while two others (Arthropterus and Cerapterus)

in their representatives of our time still show the primitive protective

type. Among the present-day genera we already find symphilous char-

acters in Pleuropterus (fig. 19), in spite of the still 10-jointed antennae,

in that the cavities of the pronotum and of the bases of the elytra serve

as exudatory organs. With the further development of symphily in
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the Paussidse there is remarkable a progressive reduction in the num-
ber of antennal joints. At the highest step, in Paussus, the antennas

are only 2-jointed and the antennal club assumes the most diverse

forms/ among which the conch shape stands in the most intimate asso-

ciation wiih symphily. A fine example of this is offered by Paussus
Tiowa (fig. 20) fi'om Madagascar, which lives with Ischnomyrmex

Swammerdami. Within the interior of the conch-shaped antennal

cup there lies a great layer of glandular cells, as it is shown in the

accompanying section of the antennae of Paussus cucuUatus (fig. 21).

But also beneath the frontal pores, beneath the pronotal pits and in

the pygideal region there is found adipoid glandular tissue in large

extent, and vnih many Paussus the symphilous trichome structures

(reddish yellow hair tufts, etc.) are also richly developed in the most
diverse manner and on the most diverse parts of the body.^ In

spite of the high development of their exudatory organs, the Paussus,

as far as is at present known, are only licked by the ants, not fed

from their mouths; they live rather predatorily upon the ant brood.

The larvae of Paussus (of P. Kannegieteri) , described for the first time

with certainty by Boving, are likewise carnivorous, although their

physogastry and the glandular tissues at the tip of their abdomen
point surely enough to an incidental true guest relation.

4.—MEANS OF PROCURING FOOD AMONG THE ANTS.

The means employed by the ants to procure food are more
diversified and offer more analogies with human business activities

than we find anywhere else in the animal kmgdom. For many of

our native ants the principal source of food is the keeping of ''cattle,"

that is, the occupation with plant lice and scale insects, which in part

they visit outside the nest and partly keep withm their nests, and
which they induce to give off then' saccharine excrements by strokmg
them with the antennae ("milking"). The honey-secreting cater-

pillars of some butterflies, too, particularly from the family Lycae-

nidae, are used similarly by native and tropical ants as ''cattle," and
also tropical Homoptera larvae furnish a rich contingent for this

purpose. Certain native ants (for example, Lasius Jlavus) even keep
the eggs of the plant lice within their nests during the whiter. Fur-

thermore, within six different genera of different parts of the globe

there are honey ants which feed up a worker cast into living "honey
pots," from whose crops, in times of drought, the colony procures

its food. The classical example, already described by McCook, is

the honey ant of the Garden of the Gods in Colorado (Myrmeco-

• Species with lenticuliform antennal club, like P. arabicus and P. Favieri, according to Escherich's

observations, stand on a lower plane of symphily than P. turcicus, which has a conch-shapcd antennal club.

• On the exudatory organs and exudatory tissues of the Paussidise see "Zur niihcren Kennlniss des echten
Gastverhaltnisses" (Biol. Centralbl., 1903) and "Modern biology and the theory of evolution (London,
1910), p. 364 II.
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cystus Tiortideorum) . Other ants, again, are harvesters, who col-

lect supplies of seeds and store them away in the granaries of

their nests. For over 100 years the account in the Holy Bible

of the harvesting ants of Palestine was supposed to be a fable,

until, tlirough the observations on the genus Messor in the Mediter-

ranean region, it was gloriously verified. Recently Neger has even
found that Messor harbarus works the seeds over into a kind of ant

bread. The classical "agricultural ants" of North America belong

to the genus Pogonomyrmex, and, although the exaggerated roman-
ticism of the "agriculture" of Pog. harhatus has been destroyed

by Wheeler's critical investigations, yet the habits of these har-

vesters are still very interesting. Even greater interest has been
excited by the fungus growing ants, particularly since the researches

of Moller (1893). The habits of the American leaf-cutting ants,

from the group of Attini, has been thereby placed in a new light,

especially since, through the observations of v. Ihering, E. Goeldi,

and particularly Jacob Huber (1905), we are also informed regarding

the ingenious manner in which the queen of Atta sexdens starts and
cultivates the new fungus garden, when, after her marriage flight,

she founds her new colony. That in this apparently highly intelli-

gent "cultivation of vegetables" by the ants we are dealing with an
hereditary instinct, is verified moreover tlirough the analogy with the

fungus growing of the termites, among whom this custom, particularly

in the large genus Termes, is still more widely prevalent, although

the termites stand psychically below the ants. A dainty fungus

garden, of the size of a walnut, from the nest of a small guest termite

(Microtermes globicola), which lives in the hills of Termes Redemanni
in Ceylon, is shown in the accompanjdng enlarged illustration (fig.

22). Many other ants, finally, live by the hunt, particularly for

insects. With our large heap-building hill ants {Formica rufa and
F. pratensis) this means of gaining a liveliliood is truly enough only

secondary in comparison with the visits to plant lice and scale in-

sects. In any case it is important enough to place these and other

acervicolous species of Formica of the rufa and exsecta groups as

eminently "useful" under the protection of forestry laws. The san-

guine robber ant (Formica sanguinea) even occupies herself almost

exclusively with hunting, and leaves the cultivation of plant lice to

her slaves.

But the carnivorous hunting ants are far more numerous among
the tropical and subtropical species, among the Ponerinse (Lobo-

pelta, etc.), and most particularly among the Dorylinse.

5.—the; dorylin^ and their guests.

The subfamily of Dorylinse comprises the hunting ants, which,

partly above ground and partly subterraneanly, go about in quest
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of prey and therefore are mostly restless wandering ants. They are

the scourge of the host of lesser animal hfe in the tropics. They
lack composite (reticulate) eyes; in their place there are simple

ocelh, which, however, are frequently rudimentary or disappear

altogether. When these are well developed, as for example in

Eciton Burchelli, they can even distinguish colors, as follows from

the comparison of the coloration of their guests.^ Nevertheless the

dorylines, on account of their raids, depend upon touch and smell to

a still higher degree than the other ants. Most of the Eciton of the

Neoti'opical region, legionary ants, undertake their hunting expedi-

tions, already mentioned by Rengger, Belt, and Bates, in great armies

above ground ; Hkewise the Anomma of Africa, already observed by
Smeathman, which carry on their hunting drives for all small animals

in frequently gigantic armies, on which account they have been given

the name "driver ants." Anomma is a subgenus of Dorylus, the

species of which, on account of carrying on their hunts above ground,

are mostly dark colored, but whose pale colored allies (Dorylus, sensu

stricto), as well as those of the genus vEnictus, hunt subterraneanly.

The trimorphism of the worker fonn of Anomma Wilverthi is to be seen

from figure 23. To be sure it is connected by intermediate fonns. The
smallest worker form, on account of the reduced number of antennal

joints, might be taken, if one found it alone, for a different genus.

As well withAnomma as with Eciton two kinds of armies are to be dis-

tinguished, foraging armies and emigrating armies. Only with the

latter are the gigantic, entirely wingless females and the likewise very

large, often de-alated males carried along; with Anomma they are

transported across open expanses only within covered tunnels. In

emigrating to a new hunting region a new nest is occupied (Vosseler

in East Africa and Luja on the lower Congo), which for weeks serves

as a base for the foraging expeditions. That these nests contain

a fauna of guests,^ principally beetles, which live from the prey of

their hosts, can estrange but little. But that these ants are accom-

panied on their hunting expeditions by a host of guests, particularly

of the family of short-winged beetles (Staphyhnidae), is the more re-

markable, as one would suppose that the hunters would at the start

seize upon this readily available game. And yet the Eciton of Amer-
ica as well as the Anomma-Dorylus of Africa possess the largest

number of guests of all tropical ants!

The theory of descent to some extent explains this riddle. The
greater the necessity for adaptation in relation to a certain enemy is,

the greater will also be—supposing the capabiUty for adaptation,

' Die psychischen Fahigkeiten der Ameiscn, 2 ed., 1909, Chapter VI.

' The guests of the nest of Anomma Wilverlhi, which E. Luja has found in several nests near Konduei
are still to be described.

85360°—SM 1912 31
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which in the Staphylinidse is a very extensive one—the frequency

and the height of adaptation. From this is to be understood, not

only the large number of doryline guests among the StaphyUnidae

—

up to now about 40 genera have been described—but the high degree

of adaptation, as well, which many of them show.

Three principal morphologico-biological adaptational types meet

us here: The symj^hile type, the mimicry type, and the protective type.

The first makes the guests agreeable to their hosts through exuda-

tions, the second simulates to them their own kind, the third makes

them unassailable to the mandibles of the ants. These three types

of adaptation occur also with other myrmecophiles, but their develop-

ment with the guests of the foraging ants is a pecuhar one, corre-

spondmg to the character of the hosts; and besides it is a very

similar one in the neotropical Eciton guests to that in the African

Anomma guests, although the genera which represent these types in

the two hemispheres do not stand in any closer systematic relation-

ship to each other. Their similarity therefore rests upon convergence

as the result of similar conditions for adaptation.

The principal representative of the symphile type of the Anomma
guests of Africa is Sympolemon anommatis, the "war companion of the

driver ants" (fig. 24). The slender form of its body is conditioned

by its manner of locomotion as companion of its rapidly running

host. It moves even more rapidly than these, in that it uses its

abdomen as a propelUng sprmg, to shoot ahead with the speed of an

arrow, as an observer (F. Hermann Kohl) expresses himself. Series

of sections of the abdomen disclosed to me the mechanism of this

propelling spring. We see in the sagittal section how the chitinous

hoops project into the lumen of the abdomen and serve as surface of

attachment for strong bundles of muscles (See fig. 25). On the long

legs the feet (tarsi) are rudimentary and transformed into slipper-

like, densely hairy structures, which serve partly as clasping organs,

but partly also represent an analogy to the plumed feet of the prairie

fowl (Syrrhaptes). Among the Brazilian Eciton guests Ecitogaster

is most similar to Sympolemon in form of body and structure of

antennse. Also, the sti-ucture of the tongue of both indicates that

these guests are fed from the mouths of their hosts.

Most remarkable is the mimicry type of the doryline guests. It is

primarily a ^'tactile mimicry" which appears to be calculated to

deceive, passively and actively, the tactile sense of the antennae of

their hosts.

The passive deception is brought about by the similarity of form

of the separate body segments of the guest with those of the host,

the active deception through the similarity of antennal structure

between guest and host. This mimicry reaches its highest degree in

Mimeciton (fig. 26) among the ecitophilous Staphylinidae and with
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Dorylomimus (fig. 27) and especially with Mimanomma (fig. 27a)

among the anommatophiles. In these genera no legitimate similarity

of coloration bctAveen guest and host exists, because tlie latter pos-

sess only rudimentary ocelli (Eciton iwaedator) or have no eyes what-

ever {Anomma Wilverthi and A. Sjbstedti). In the guests of such

Eciton, liowcver, as have well-developed ocelli there is furthermore

added to the tactile mimicry a very exact similarity of coloration of

the guest with the same size worker-form of the host, for example

in Ecitophya (fig. 28), Ecitomorpha, and Ecitonidia.

At tlie highest stage of the mimicry t3^i)e, in jVIimanomma, Mime-
citon, Dorylomimus and Ecitophya, mimicry even forms the foun-

dation for a true guest relation; this has even been established by
direct observation for Dorylomimus KoJili (F. Kohl).

An analogous tactile mimicry to that with the ecitophilous Staphy-

liniilse is found also among the ecitopliilous Proctotrypid^ (Hymen-
optera) in the genera Mimopria and Ecito])ria.

The protective type of the New World Eciton guests is represented

principally by the genus Xenocephalus (fig. 29), in which the head
and the extremities are covered by a protecting roof. Among the

Old "World doryline guests we meet an analogous, but less perfect,

protective type in Pygostenus and related genera. The highest devel-

opment of the protective type of dorylophilous Stapbylinidas, however,

is reached in the genus Trilobitideus (fig. 30), standing entirely iso-

lated,^ and of which several species live with Dorylus and Anomma;
a flat, leaflike form of body fitting closely to the ground, which is

furthermore covered with conical humps on the upper surface. When
a foraging ant seeks to grasp this guest with her mandibles she can
only seize him at one of the humps and at the most hurl him away,
if her mandibles do not at once glance off. The insect, in which not
even elytra are present, resembles rather a silphid larva than a full-

grown beetle. Unfortunately we must here be content with these

few examples from the extraordinarily rich field of the adaptational
characters of the doryline guests.

6.—NEST BUILDING AMONG THE ANTS.

An ants' nest is an irregular system of ])assttges and chambers,
which serve as the home of the ants and their l)rood; it is no highly

finished structure like the bee comb, and on that account is of no
rigid pattern, but capable of an almost unlimited adaptability to the

most diverse materials and locations. Beginning with the minute
hollow in the earth or crack in the bark, measuring but a few milli-

meters, to the large domes of our hill ants and the still more
extensive nests of some of the large Atta of America, we find all

1 Quite recently a new genus, Phyllodinarda, found with Anomma in Kamerun, has proven the
affinity of Trilobitideus with the Aleocnarinse.
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transitions in the size of an ants' nest. Likewise there is hardly a

location where ants can not establish their nest, hardly a material of

which it can not consist. Through Forel and other investigators the

exceeding diversity in the manner of nest construction among the

ants has been long known. There are distinguished, earth nests,

nests under stones, earth heaps above ground, heaps of dry plant

material mixed more or less with earth; nests under bark, in hollow

galls, in hollow stalks, and hollow trees; nests in rotten stumps or

chiseled out of solid w^ood; carton nests, which are either placed

between roots or in hollow trees or hang free from the branches;

finally web nests, which may consist of leaves spun together or of

other hollows carpeted on the inside with a web. Furthermore, any
already existing hollow space may be transformed into an ants' nest,

should it be a piece of roofing paper, the cover of a tin of preserves,

dried cow manure, or an old skull of a horse, in which last P. Schupp
once found a nest of Camponotus rufipes in Rio Grande do Sul. Also

numerous are the stolen nests which formerly belonged to other

species of ants or to termites and were either taken possession of

after having been vacated by the builders or already before that.

The photograph of a gigantic nest of Formica nifa, near Luxem-

burg, which is 17 meters in circumference, may serve as an example

of a typical ant hill (fig. 31). A carton nest of Cremastogaster

Stadelmanni dolichocephala Santschi, 1.10 meters in length, which is

in the Natural History Museum of Luxemburg, is shown in figure 32,

as it was photographed in its natural situation, hanging upon a high

tree in Kondue, by E. Luja. Finally, a web-nest of Polyrlmchis

laboriosa from Kondue (E. Luja) is shown in figure 33. This con-

sists of leaves spun together, the surfaces of which are carpeted with

web. The upper outer layer, into which wood-mold has been

abundantly introduced, appears to be prepared by the ants, as accord-

ing to F. Kohl's observations is also the case with Oecophylla longi-

noda on the upper Congo, by means of their mandibles and the secre-

tion of the mandibular glands, while the web itseK comes from

another source with which we shall now become acquainted.

These web nests of the ants are of high psychological interest.

For the spinning substance utilized in them does not come from

the ants themselves, but from their larvae which the workers grasp with

their mouths and employ as ''weaver's shuttle"! They conduct the

mouth of the larva, from which the spinning substance issues, from

one leaf margin to another and thus weave their nest. When 20

years ago Ridley's first information concerning this reached Europe

from the East Indies, it sounded hardly credible. Now, however,

they have been concordantly verified by many investigators, for

Oecophylla smaragdina in Ceylon through Doflein and Bugnion, for

OecophyUa longinoda on the Congo through F. Kohl, etc. With the
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Oecophylla species tliis method of nest construction is general, in

the genus Polyrhachis it only pertains to a part of the species,

while others construct carton nests. Of the genus Camponotus,

finally, it is only known of one species, C. senex of Brazil, and of the

genus Technomyrmex we likewise know spun nests with but a single

species (T. hicolor textor Forel).

That ants use their own larvse as weaver's shuttle for spinning, and

so utilize the spinning faculty of their larvae in a practical manner for

nest construction, is, to be sure, psychologically most remarkable.

It is an employment of "tools" which are independent of the body of

the animal and do not originate from it, while, for example, the web
with which the spider catches its prey is a product of the glands of its

own body. Such a well guaranteed and ingenious employment of

tools, as the ants demonstrate in the construction of their web nests,

we seek in vain elsewhere in free nature, even among the higher ver-

tebrates. Yet we must not overestimate this fact psychologically.

There are here concerned, as with all other specific modes of nest con-

struction in ants, hereditary instincts, over the phylogenetic origin of

which, however, the deepest darkness still rests. In any case we
must not consider a species of Polyrhachis which constructs webs by
means of its larvae as more "intelligent" than another species of the

same genus which employs the secretion of its mandibular glands to

build a carton nest. In the same wa}" we must not designate

Camponotus senex as the "most intelligent " species of its genus because

it builds web nests, while other species construct theirs in wood,

etc. All the different nest-building instincts are objectively appro-

priate in their way, but do not depend upon the intelligent reflec-

tion of the individual being, because they prove to be hereditary

instincts. Their exercise is, nevertheless, no mere reflex mechan-
ism, because it takes place under the influence of the sensory percep-

tions and sensory experiences of the individual. Here, too, we must
therefore keep ourselves midway between two equally erroneous

extremes in the psychological explanation of animal life. Then w^e

also shall " learn wisdom " from the ants on considering their ways.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES ON PLATES 1-10.

(The micro-photographs for the most part have been taken with a Zeiss Tessa r 1:6, 3.]

Plate 1.

Fig. 1. Formicoxenus nitidulus NyL (sliiniiig guest-aiit), ergatoid male and worker

(8 : 1).

Fig. 2. Formica rufa L. (red liill-ant), queen and .small wurker (3:1).
Fig. 3. Formica truncicola Nyl., winged female (4 : 1).

Fig. 4. a. 'Worker oi Formica exsecta}iyl.

,

b. Worker of Formica fusca L. (4:1).

Fig. 6. Formica sanguifica Lair., worker (3, 5 : 1).
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Plate 2.

Fig. 5. a. Formicafusca L., small queen;

b. Formica exsecta Nyl., winged female (4 : 1).

Fig. 7. a. Head of Formica sanguinea Ltr., worker;

b. Head of Polyergus rufescens Ltr., worker (6 : 1).

Fig. 8. Polyergus riifescens Latr. (Xmazonani): a. Ergatoid queen; b. Worker (4:1).

Plate 3.

Fig. 9. a. Harpagoxenus (Tomognathus) sublaevis 'Nyl., ergatoid queen;

b. Leptothorax acervorum F., worker (slave) (5 : 1).

Fig. 10. Strongylognathus testaceus Schenk, worker (12 : 1).

Fig. 11. Wheeleriella Santschii Forel, winged female, dorsal and lateral view (5 : 1).

Fig. 12. Anergates atratulus Schenk, pupa-like male (12 : 1).

Fig. 14. Larva of Lomechusa strumosa F. (5 : 1).

Plate 4.

Fig. 13. Lomechusa strumosa ¥. (5:1):

a

.

With turned up abdomen

;

b. With extended abdomen, to show the yellow hair-tufts.

Fig. 15. Atemeles pratensoides Wasm. being fed by Formica pratensis Deg. (6 : 1).

Fig. 16. Xenodusa cava Lee. (North America) (5 : 1).

Fig. 17. a. Formica sanguinea Ltr., worker (4 : 1).

Plate 5.

Fig. 176. Formica sanguinea Ltr. (Pseudogyne) (4 : 1).

Fig. 18. Miroclaviger cervicornis Wasm., Aladagascar (12 : 1).

Fig. 19. Pleuropterus Dolirni Rits. subsp. Lujae Wasm., Congo (5 : 1).

Fig. 20. Paussus Tiowa Dohrn Madagascar (5:1).

Plate 6.

Fig. 21. Section thi-ough the layer of glandular cells of the antennal cup of Paussus

cucullatu^ ^Yestw . (1000 : 1). (Zeiss, Apochrom. 2.0, 1.30, compensational

ocular 4.)

Fig. 22. Fungus gai'den of Microtermes globicola Wasm., Ceylon (1, 5 : 1).

Plate 7.

Fig. 23. Anomma Wilverthi Em., three workers from the same army (3 : 1), Congo.

Fig. 24. Sympolemon anommatis Wasm., Congo (6 : 1).

Fig. 25. Sagittal section through the abdomen of Sympolemon anommatis, to show

the bundles of muscles (20 : 1).

Plate 8.

Fig. 26. Mimeciton pulex Wasm., male and female, Brazil (10 : 1).

Fig. 27. Dorylomimus Kohli Wasm., Congo (8 : 1).

Fig. 27a. Mimanommxi spectrum Wasm., Kamerun (9 : 1).

Fig. 28. Ecitophya simulans Wasm., Brazil (4 : 1).

Fig. 29. Xenocephalus gigas Wasm., Brazil (4 : 1).

Fig. 30. Trilohitideus insignis Wasm., Congo (11 : 1).

Plate 9.

Fig. 31. Gigantic nest of Formica rufa L., Luxemburg (17 m. circumference).

Plate 10.

Fig. 32. Carton nest of Cremastogaster Stadelmanni subsp. doHchocephala Santschi

(hanging on the tree), Congo (1 : 44).

Fig. 33. Web nest of Polyrhachis laboriosa Sm., Congo (1 : 2).
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(>.— F(inilif(i snii^/llilini \y\lT., V/OTkrr \:].'y.\i.
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Fig. 5.—n. Formirn fiisrn L., small qiiocn: h. FormU-n crarrin Xyl.. winsod female (4:1).

Fig. 7.— ((. Head of Formica mnguinca Ltr., worker; h. Head of Pultirn/iis ni/rsccns Ltr.. worker

(6:1). »
Fig. S.—P(}liicr(ni>f riifescens Ltr. (Amazon ant): a. Ergatoid queen: b. Worker (4:1).
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Kif,'. i:i.— 7,o/»rr//».vYt (.-/yvn^oxa F. (.i:! i: o. Witli tiiriicl up nlxlotr.en: ^. Willi cxhouKmI :il)do-

men, to show the yoUnw hair-tults.

Fig. lo.

—

AtdHilnt prntrnxoidat Wasm. being fed by Furniini j)ral: iisi.-i Deg. (0:1).

Fig. U'K—Xriioiliisn earn Lee. (North .-Vmerioa) {r>:\).

Fig. 17.—a. Fdi Illicit saniiiiiiicd Ltr. (worker) (4:1).
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i'.»
•JO

ViiX. \l.-h Fnniiini fniuiiiinin Mr. |.m'\1(1. ijyiift i 1:1 i.

Ki;:. \s.^Mii-iiii'iri'i) r c nic, nii.< Wa^iii., .Ma(la},'as<Mr i \1:\ i.

j.-ii^r. \\),— l>l( u,;iiili]ii!< luilinii Kits. Mihsp. Luj<U' Wilkin., Cnni^o ("i:!).

Fi-,'. 2J.— y'«».--.<(/.s- //oi"( Dolirn. Miuliiga.sfar (.'):!).
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Fip. 21.—Section throua:h the layer of glandular cells of the antennal cup of
I'diiK!'!!^ eiiciiUalKs Westw. (1000:1) (Zeiss, Apochrom. 2.0, 1.30, oompensa-
tional Ofuhir 4.)

1
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21 - '

Fip. 2^.—An(>mmn M'ilrn-fhi Em., three workers from the same nniiy (M:! i, ('oiit,'(i.

Fig. 24.—Siiiii]i(il/ iiioii itimiiniiutix Wiisin., CoiiKO H'l:!).

VifX. 2.').—siiKittnl section tlirotigli the alxioincii of Siniipolf ninii iiii(iiiiiii(iti.<. to show the buiullc

of iiiliseles (20:1 1.
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Fig. -

Fig. 2s

Fig. 27
Fig. 29
Fig. 2f:

Fig. 30.

2G

.—Miiiiinioiiima spirtniw Wiisiii., KiuiuTiiiii

—Ecitniihi/n siiiiiildiis Wasm., Hni/.il ( l;li.

-Ihiri/ldiiiiiini^ Kdhli Wasm.. Congo iS:l i,

—Xiii<>rij}li<iliis (/(>/((.- \Va.«ni., Brazil (1.1 ).

-.Vi(«ec/toH p((to VVasm., male and female.

-Tiilobitideus insignis Wasm., Congo {l\:\)

lira/.il 1 10:1).
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Fig. 32.—Carton iiost of Cremastogaster Sfadclmanni suhsp. cloUchocephala Santschi (hanging on
the tree), Congo (l:44j.

Fig. 33.—Web nest of Polyrhachis iaboriosa Sm., Congo (1:2).
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